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In this study, I argue for a unified perspective blend account to explain  indexical shift in sign languages with and 
without role shift. Previous studies on indexical shift in sign languages have focused on cases that occur under attitude 
role shift. There are two main theoretical approaches. The monstrous approach argues that role shift is a realization of 
a context-shifting operator (Schlenker 2017a; 2017b; Zucchi 2004; Quer 2005). In comparison, the 
demonstration/quotation approach parallels (attitude) role shift with a quotation (Davidson 2015; Maier 2016, 2018).  
 By comparing Hong Kong Sign Language (HKSL) with other sign languages, I show that indexical shift is 
not only attested in sentences with (attitude) role shift, but also in sentences without role shift. This calls for an account 
for indexical shift beyond role shift. In addition, there are cross-linguistic variations regarding whether the indexicals 
under role shift always shift together. Moreover, attitude role shift in HKSL displays a mixture of properties between 
a direct report and an indirect report (see also German Sign Language (Herrmann & Steinbach) and American Sign 
Language (Schlenker 2017a)). Neither the monstrous approach nor the demonstration/quotation approach sufficiently 
addresses these observations, which motivates the current proposal of a perspective blend account. The proposal is 
based on the observation in HKSL and several other sign languages that multiple perspectives can co-activate in the 
same utterance.   
 A similar phenomenon involving perspective blend has been attested in Free Indirect Discourse (FID) in 
spoken languages. By adapting the bicontexcual approach by Schlenker (2004) for FID, I propose a formal analysis 
for perspective blend. Specifically, reported speech is evaluated based on two co-activating contexts, utterance context 
and reported context. Different factors may constrain the blending of the two perspectives. For instance, in some sign 
languages, the association between role shift and the reported context is strong and exclusive, yielding obligatory 
indexical shift under role shift. In contrast, such association is weaker in other sign languages, allowing mixed-
indexicality under role shift.  
 


